SGA Report

Senate Motions:
All have either been tabled or failed to pass through Executive cabinet for the time being.

General
-Honor Council
Concerns raised by the president of the Honor Council, number of violations and violators has risen drastically in the past 2 years. Also miscommunication with Sodexo about honor violation in regards to students using (with approval) other students Eagle One meal swipes. Sodexo has claimed it to be an honor code violation which it is in fact not recognized as one by the council. Honor President also raised concerns about professors themselves not following along with honor code themselves and dealing with honor violations on their own terms or misinforming students on how to handle honor violation.

-Troy Paino
Visited executive cabinet and sat in on a meeting, listened to a sincere amount of student concerns in regard to how SGA is perceived and taken seriously. Gave advice on having a more direct connection to himself from both Executive Cabinet and Student Senate.

SGA will be holding a QA forum next semester welcome to all of campus to attended will finalize details and sen campus wide email in regards to the matter.